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‘’Our vision

is for a world where

no good food goes

to waste’’

FoodCloud



About FoodCloud

FoodCloud connects retailers with surplus food directly to local charities in Ireland, 

the UK and internationally through a unique platform.



About FoodCloud

FoodCloud Hubs in Cork, Galway and Dublin rescue, store and redistribute large volumes, and a great variety 

of surplus food, from the food industry to charities across Ireland. 



About FoodCloud UK and Internationally

UK International

> 2,900 stores

>300k Meals per 
week Growing impact by working with 

partners through a licensing model



Impact to Date

*to Spring 2019



Our charity partners

● FoodCloud enables a community of over 9,500 charities to access good food and create long lasting, local 
relationships

● Community of charities includes a wide range of both scale and services delivered
○ Regular access to good food has allowed charities to reduce costs and reinvest in the services they provide



Our volunteers 

● FoodCloud’s volunteer initiatives grow the social good in communities across the country and enable more 
food to be rescued

● Gleaning and food rescue

● Corporate and individual volunteering - operations and skills based



A prioritised approach to food waste reduction



Valuing all food produced



Valuing all food produced



Target - Measure - Act

● What gets measured gets managed

○ Understand impact

○ Identify drivers

○ Develop and prioritise actions

● WRI / Wrap study (2017) analysed 1,200 sites across 17 countries and > 700 companies

○ Food manufacturing, food service and retail organisation measured and identified 
actions

○ 99% of sites earned a positive return on investment

○ Median benefit-cost ratio of 14 : 1



Collaboration to measure and act



Collaboration throughout the Irish supply chain

● Surplus can occur throughout the Irish supply chain

○ Surplus may occur at a different place to the cause

○ Operational food surplus alongside surplus due to external impacts

○ Impacts could cover everything from crop yield and fluctuations in weather to 
changes in demand

● A collaborative approach to route causing the drivers of surplus can create long 
lasting solutions that benefit all parts of the chain

Anticipated demand / flow of stock

Impact



Collaboration to measure and act 



Why redistribute?

Social
Redistributed food brings people together across 

Ireland creating social good in 100s of communities

Environmental
Preventing food waste through redistribution reduces 

the environmental impact of a food business 

Economic Impact
Redistributing and reducing surplus can create operational efficiencies, 

improve colleague morale and engage customers 

Redistributing 

Surplus



Why redistribute?



Working in partnership to tackle food waste

FoodCloud works in partnership with the food industry and charity sector to:

● Identify and access surplus in producers, manufacturers and suppliers

● Utilises end to end solutions to redistribute surplus effectively to charities

● Create innovative solutions to transform surplus food

Ireland is a global leader in agriculture and food production.  A collaborative approach to measuring 
and reviewing food waste can leverage this experience and expertise to ensure Ireland is a global 
leader in sustainability and create long lasting solutions.




